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ANNUAL VESTRY MEETING AGENDA
1. Opening Prayer
2. Apologies for Absence
3. Minutes of 2021 meeting to be approved
4. Election/Appointment of Churchwardens

ANNUAL CHAPLAINCY MEETING AGENDA
1. Minutes of the Last Meeting
2. Matters arising
3. Election/Appointment of Chaplaincy Council Members
4. Chaplaincy Reports –
a. Electoral Roll Officer
b. Chaplaincy Council Secretary
c. Safeguarding Report
d. Treasurer’s Report
e. Archdeaconry Synod Report
5. Appointment of independent examiner or auditor
6. Chaplain’s Report
7. Any other business
8. Closing Prayer
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MINUTES OF THE VESTRY MEETING 2021
Virtual Annual Vestry Meeting 2021
Via Zoom

Sunday 21st March 2021

11:40 CET

Minutes
Chair and host:

Revd. Rachel Shock [RS]

Minutes:

David Wilkinson [DW], Chaplaincy Secretary

Before the meeting began, Rev Rachel Shock welcomed everyone and gave a brief outline of the
legal purposes of the meetings, and that, therefore, the meeting will be recorded.
1. The meeting was opened with a prayer from Revd Rachel Shock.
2. Apologies for Absence:
Formal apologies had been received from Jean Sartori, Stan and June Shimmin, Steve Brown,
Lynn Paxton and Jenny Bowditch.
24 members attended the meeting via Zoom.
3. Approval of Minutes of the 2020 Annual Vestry Meeting:
Approval was proposed by David Hurley, seconded by Keith Grant and the proposal was
AGREED unanimously by those present.
4. Election/Appointment of Churchwardens:
Carol Wilkinson (CW) and Gill Hepworth (GH) had agreed to be re-elected and had completed
nomination forms. Copies of these were shown to the camera by DW. RS checked to see if
anyone else wanted to stand. As there were no more candidates, CW and GH were duly
elected as Churchwardens.
There being no other business, the meeting was closed at 11:45.
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MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL CHAPLAINCY MEETING 2021
Virtual Annual Chaplaincy Meeting 2021
Via Zoom

Sunday 21st March 2021

11:40 CET

Minutes
Chair and host:

Revd. Rachel Shock [RS]

Minutes:

David Wilkinson [DW], Chaplaincy Secretary

1. Approval of Minutes of the 2020 Annual Chaplaincy Meeting:
Tim Raine proposed and Melissa Levey seconded a proposal that minutes of the 2020 ACM
be accepted. Those members present AGREED unanimously.
2. Matters arising:
There were no matters arising from the minutes not covered by Agenda items.
3. Election / Appointment of Chaplaincy Council Members:
RS explained that there were 3 places available and that there were 5 nominations. This
is always a difficult situation but unsuccessful nominees can always stand again in the
future. One of the nominees, Jean Sartori, for technical reasons cannot join the meeting
and therefore cannot speak for herself. RS held up a picture of Jean so that the meeting
could recognise her and stated that her reasons for wanting to be on the Council had
been published on the Chaplaincy website alongside the other nominees. These 4 other
nominees now briefly introduced themselves. RS asked if anyone else wanted to be
nominated and as there were none, she asked the meeting to vote for their 3 preferred
nominees by email by the end of the following day, Monday 22nd March. The result will be
published in the Newsletter sent out on Tuesday 23rd March. RS thanked all the lay
members for their work for the Council.
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4. Chaplaincy Reports:
The individual reports had been circulated previously as part of the Annual Report 2021.
a. Electoral Roll Officer:
Keith Grant pointed out that application forms were available on the Chaplaincy
website. Total membership had gone down a couple since the last meeting in
October 2020. He also discussed his Data Protection Officer role saying that as
there had been no physical meetings or fairs he had been unable to check the
veracity of all email addresses face to face. He will attempt to do this later via
email for the remaining members. RS thanked him for his work.
b. Chaplaincy Council Secretary:
DW asked if there were any questions arising from his report but there were none.
RS thanked him for his work and explained to the meeting that there was a lot of
behind the scenes duties for the Secretary.
c. Safeguarding Report:
DW told of his participation in an online Diocesan Zoom meeting specifically for
Safeguarding Officers. He also encouraged the meeting to undergo their C0, C1
and C2 online Safeguarding Training where applicable as it gave important insights
into how and where spot potential problems. RS again thanked him for his work in
Safeguarding and she also encouraged the meeting to complete their mandatory
training if applicable.
d. Treasurer’s Report:
David Hurley explained that we were recovering quite well from the COVID-19
shock. The important decision last year to relinquish Church House in Corçà had
instantaneous positive result on the Chaplaincy’s expenses. Donations do however
remain important although the response to last year’s plea for emergency funds
was extremely well supported by the congregation at large. He thanked Andrew
Cannings for auditing the accounts as it had been a particularly thick file this
year. RS thanked him for his comprehensive report and for his work as Treasurer.
e. Archdeaconry Synod Report:
RS described how she and Gill and Kevin Hepworth had spent 2 days on Zoom
partaking in a Virtual Synod. She said that various speakers had looked at the
present and future situations in a very different way. Discussions had in fact been
very personal via Zoom. The Diocese is changing and moving forward in a different
way. There was much talk about looking after each other and also looking after
the Chaplains in the situation we now find ourselves. This will be a big issue going
forward and RS encouraged everyone to read carefully the ideas and views in the
report which was compiled by Gill Hepworth. RS said that, overall, we have a very
good and important relationship with the Diocese, even via Zoom, and it could be
likened to one big family.
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5. Appointment of Independent Auditor:
David Hurley said that it was very likely that Andrew would agree to be our Auditor once
more and RS asked him to pass on our gratitude.
6. Chaplain’s Report:
RS said that it is all in the Annual Report. We have been blessed throughout the year. It
has been a Team effort for which she thanked everyone very much. She will be meeting
with the Archdeacon, David Waller, week commencing 22nd March to have an open and
honest discussion regarding our way forward. Our structure, part physical but mostly
online, has been described as “an example of best practice”. She is willing and able to
stay on with the Chaplaincy a while longer, travelling to Spain for physical services and
home visits when she is able and depending on COVID-19 restrictions.
7. Any Other Business:
a. Carol Wilkinson raised awareness of a recent policy book, published on behalf of
the House of Bishops of the Church of England, who commissioned and led the
original project, but also available online, entitled “Living in Love and Faith”.
There are also a range of digital resources, including films. The book covers
Christian teaching and learning about identity, sexuality, relationships and
marriage. Carol though it very interesting and commended it.
b. Kevin Hepworth asked what was the role of a Churchwarden. RS explained that a
Churchwarden was legally responsible for running a chaplaincy in the absence of a
Chaplain. That is, they are part of the leadership team with the Priest and
Reader(s). However, if there is a chaplaincy-owned building, then there would be
many more duties involving its upkeep etc.
c. Melissa Levey said that the contact offered by Zoom had been a life saver for her,
and many others.
d. The two Churchwardens, Gill Hepworth and Carol Wilkinson, made their
Declarations as required under Church Representation Rules and Churchwardens
Measures Act. They also showed their signatures on the Declaration Form to their
cameras for all to see via Zoom.
8. There being no other business, the Meeting was closed at 12:15 CET with the saying of
Grace.
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WARDENS’ STATEMENT 2021 / 2022
A year ago we thought that by now everything should have improved, and we would be back to
some normality! In fact, our normality seems to be what we are successfully continuing to do since
March 2020.
We are carrying on with the technology which has allowed us to keep in touch whether via
WhatsApp messaging; emails or Zoom services, coffee mornings, bible studies or quizzes. It has
enabled us to meet despite which ever country we happen to be in. Revd Rachel continues to
spend most of her time in the UK but spent nearly all of July with us and also 10 days in the
autumn. We had plans for her to return at the beginning of December, but the rise of the virus
and the resulting difficulties for travelling indicated that it was better for her to remain in the UK
and continue with services using Zoom. Whilst virtual services can never take the place of actually
meeting, receiving communion and socialising with one another, there have been positive aspects.
There remains a strong feeling that we are more in touch with everyone and it continues to enable
the different congregations to get to know one another. We try to support the most vulnerable
and those not on Zoom, via the internet or when it is safe to do so, face to face over a cup of tea
or coffee.
Rachel’s family commitments in the UK remain and her notice to resign is still delayed until there
is a clear way forward. It was important for us to find out what the Chaplaincy members thought
of our services and whether they worked for them. A Chaplaincy survey showed that there is
overwhelming support for what we are currently doing, but we will continue to monitor this. We
are regularly in touch with the Bishop and Archdeacon who support and monitor all that we have
put in place and its impact on the wellbeing of our congregation.
At the beginning of the lockdown, we made the decision to end the lease on Church House as we
were unable to fundraise or collect the offertory each week. After a request to all the Chaplaincy
for donations, we continue to be enormously grateful for the response as well as the money saved
from church house expenses. Saturday quiz night via Zoom has become very popular and is a good
way at the moment to raise money as well as having fun and keeping safe! We are once again in a
stable situation but continue to monitor and evaluate any changes in the situation.
We carry on thanking Rachel for her expertise, patience and leadership as she continues to guide
us through the challenges and copes with our many computer issues! We also thank her and Sharon
for their prayers and verses from the Bible and other sources that have helped raise morale. Last,
but not least, enormous thanks to everyone for their support. We have had to make some difficult
decisions and will need to do so in the future but throughout everything, we put our trust in the
Lord and remain a church community that many of us feel is gaining in strength.
Your Churchwardens.

GILL HEPWORTH
CAROL WILKINSON
CHURCHWARDENS
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CHAPLAINCY COUNCIL SECRETARY’S REPORT 2021 / 2022
Since the last ACM your Council has had a year dominated by planning to maintain consistency in
the provision of services, bible study, pastoral care and fundraising events in the face of COVID19 restrictions. Zoom services were the order of the day for most occasions but physical services
were planned several times but infortunately often cancelled.
There was a successful quartet of live services in July/August of 2021 at Madremanya, twice, at
Pau and at Lloret de Mar which were all well attended and warmly welcomed. However the plans
for services in December did not come to fruition and nor did those for February this year, both
defeated by COVID-19 restrictions. There was much discussion regarding the rules for attendance
and for the running of the service itself. The Council took the strictest lowest common
denominator between the consistently strict Diocesan of Europe rules and those of the Bisbat de
Girona the latter becoming much more lenient as time went on. Masks were mandated, even
when singing, as was a rule of 2M between people, becoming 1.5M eventually. There was no
preprinted material so the congregation used smart phones or tablets. During Holy Communion
both wine and wafers were consecrated but only the wafer was consumed by the congregation.
Worshippers entered and left the church in a strictly orderly fashion. There was no requirement
to show a vaccination passport. The readings and intercessional prayers were carried out only by
the Chaplain, the Reader and the Churchwardens. There was no processioning. The Council
agreed that these arrangements will not change, for the time being, for future planned physical
services. The next planned physical services will be during Holy Week and Easter Day plus one
other Sunday.
As for Zoom services, these have remained very popular. Recently the Council agreed a pattern
of Zoom services whereby there are 3 services of Holy Communion to one of Morning Prayer. All
physical services will be planned to be of Holy Communion.
Our Chaplaincy structure, with the Chaplain, based in the UK but visiting Catalonia on a regular
preplanned timetable for physical services and pastoral care, but otherwise running services via
Zoom, has been the subject of a number of meetings between the Chaplain, Reader, and
Churchwardens on behalf of the Chaplaincy, and the Bishop, or the Archdeacon, representing the
Diocesan view. These were to discuss, and seek approval and support for the system and getting
both on each occasion. The Diocese continues to say we have set the bar high and have been
commended as a good example for partially remote and electronic management of a Chaplaincy
in the face of the COVID-19 pandemic. The Council would like you to join them in also thanking
Rachel very much for her leadership, technical expertise and continuing support during these
challenging times.
In addition, a couple of subjects were brought to the Council’s attention for discussion. The first
followed the publication by the Bishops of the Church of England of an online book entitled
“Living in Love & Faith”, which was mentioned under A.O.B. at last year’s ACM. To quote them,
the whole project “Living in Love and Faith”, of which the book is one resource, “sets out to
inspire people to think more deeply about what it means to be human and to live in love and
faith with one another. It tackles the tough questions and the divisions among Christians about
what it means to be holy in a society in which understandings and practices of gender, sexuality
and marriage continue to change.” Your Council considered its messages, and its suggested
initiatives, and decided that the problems highlighted, that needed tackling, were not nearly as
prevalent in Catalonia, nor in the UK, as they were in other parts of the World. The Council
therefore agreed to leave its messages for individuals to decide how they might approach them.
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The second subject was that of trying to attract younger people to Christianity and to our
Chaplaincy in particular. This was a difficult subject on which to come to any positive
conclusion; young people clearly prefer to interact with others just like themselves in whatever
activities they choose to do. It would be very difficult to attract any young people to one our
services which are aimed at an, in the main, ageing congregation; we are what and who we are.
Importantly, Zoom is a large turn off for young people and so for the time being it would be
difficult to try any initiatives at all. It was agreed by the Council that, when we return to regular
physical services, we would try to introduce more music into the services, to balance out the
liturgy.
Finally, the Council agreed to support the following charities last year: Bishop’s Advent Appeal
2021 – 800 euros towards agencies supporting European Climate Disaster Relief; and El Trampoli,
La Bisbal d’Empordà – 200 euros towards giving those with mental disabilities the necessary tools
to help them fully integrate into society.

DAVID WILKINSON
CHAPLAINCY COUNCIL SECRETARY
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SAFEGUARDING OFFICER’S REPORT 2021/ 2022
The last year was taken up wholly with implementing the retraining exercise initiated by the
Diocesan Safeguarding Team. This exercise is carried out every three years for individuals and
was running late due to the COVID-19 pandemic. This time it involved 21 members, including the
entire Council, being invited to participate in online courses set by the Team. Despite most of
this training being mandatory for those carrying out certain duties, from Sidesperson, to elected
Council member, to Reader, and of course the Chaplain, there has been some reluctance to sit
down for an hour or so reading very good advice about safeguarding, in the context of a
Chaplaincy, on their computer screens and then answering check questions to see whether they
understood each section. However by the end of the year most of the Council had completed
their training as did one or two of the Sidespersons.
Unfortunately, I am leaving this as a mopping up exercise for my successor as I have resigned
from the post after 5 years. It has been an honour to have been re-elected into this position
each of the last 4 years and I thank all of you for your support. I wish my successor luck and I
look forward to supporting them fully.

DAVID WILKINSON
SAFEGUARDING OFFICER
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TREASURER’S REPORT & 2021 ACCOUNTS
Well, what a year we have had, although a little better than 2020. We were able to hold a few
physical services during the year, and will hopefully be able to do the same this year. Fortunately,
I have been able to act as treasurer in the UK, as I have access to our bank account and the internet
has been extremely helpful.
Our budget for 2021 was to show a cash gain of 2,358 euros. In fact, we made a cash gain of 13,978
euros. This is distorted somewhat by a very generous gift from Sir John Perring from his estate of
£10,000. If I deduct this in euros then our net cash gain was 2,878 euros. So, we were actually 500
euros better off than budgeted.
If we look at the final accounts we see in the Profit & Loss account that the gain is shown to be
13,966.57 euros. The reason for the difference between that figure and our cash gain of 13,978
euros is an adjustment I need to make for the Income Tax refund due on the donations made by
UK taxpayers in the UK and Spain.
Looking more at the detail of the profit and loss account we see that our overall income rose from
29,075.35 euros in 2020 to 30,941.47 euros in 2021. This increase is mostly due to the donation
mentioned earlier, although we did increase slightly our income from fundraising, for which we
are extremely grateful to Carol Wilkinson and her hard work.
Our expenses reduced from 21,380.12 euros in 2020 to 16,974.90 euros in 2021. This was mainly
due to no longer having the expenses of Church House.
We did make a number of donations during the year. One to the Bishop’s Lent Appeal, one to the
Bishop’s Advent Appeal and one to Trampoli a local charity.
As a result of the above our Balance Sheet at the end of 2021 looks very healthy, with over 38,000
euros in our two bank accounts and no liabilities.
We have a budget for 2022 based on the number of visits that Rachel hopes to achieve, and this
shows an expected income of 20,696 euros and an expenditure of 21,569 euros, giving an expected
deficit of 873 euros. This will still leave us with a healthy cash balance at the end of 2022 of
around 37,000 euros.
Can I just say a very big thank you to Rachel who has kept things moving throughout the year, and
without whom we would be in quite a mess, and also to everybody who has worked so hard to keep
us all together and through their donations have put us in the strong position that we are now.
Finally, can I also say a huge thank you to Andrew Cannings for carrying out the audit of the Church
Accounts again this year. This is not an easy task, as we now have in excess of 300 transactions to
check, that constitute our accounts in a year.

DAVID HURLEY ACMA, GCMA
CHURCH TREASURER
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ARCHDEACONRY SYNOD REPORT 2022
Wednesday 2nd February on Zoom
After some introductions and Morning Prayer and a welcome to new people and speakers, we
received the Finance Report - (more details can be obtained from Rachel)
Bible Study led by The Right Revd John Pritchard, Bishop of Oxford (retired)
A New Commandment
John 13, v 34 I give you a new commandment that you love one another. Just as I have loved you,
you should love one another
We looked in depth at the good Samaritan and the people involved in the story and how that speaks
to us today.
We were asked to look at who our neighbours are and what are our particular prejudices. Are we
being asked to love our enemies? This is extremely challenging. Most of us consider ourselves to
be good people and would look after those close around us but Jesus is saying there are no limits
when it comes to the extent of our concern for our neighbour. Are there any boundaries?
The Bishop asked us three questions to think about:
1. What has been your most vivid experience of being helped by a stranger / a good
Samaritan
2. Who are the people whom you have the most difficulty in accepting and how might you
include them in your circle.
3. Have you had personal experience of loving an enemy?
The Bishop introduced this Poem

Love By Godfrey Rust
Welcome to the real world I’m beginning to understand.
I saw a sign once outside a church. It said
Are you really living or just walking around to save the expense of a funeral?
I didn’t know that Love is real life, and everything else
is just a more or less an entertaining way of dying,
and I didn’t know that Love is like nothing on earth.
Love isn’t what you fall in. It’s what pulls you out of what you fall in.
Love isn’t a good feeling. Love is doing good when you’re feeling bad.
Love means hanging in when everyone else shrugs their shoulders
and goes off to McDonalds. Love means taking the knocks and coming back
to try to make things better.
Love hurts.
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It’s its way of telling you that you’re alive.
And the funny thing is that after all Love does feel good.
People say love is weak. But love is tougher than hate.
Hating’s easy. Most of us have a gift for it.
But love counts to ten while hate slams the door.
Love says you where Hate says me.
Love is the strongest weapon
known to humankind.
Other weapons blow people up. Only love puts them back together again.
And everything that seems real, that looks smart, that feels good,
has a sell-by date.
But love has no sell-by date. Love is Long Life.
Love is the ultimate preservative.
I don’t know too much about love but I know a man who does,
up there on the cross
loving us to death.
Love is the key to the door of the place he’s prepared for you
in the kingdom of God.
If you’re beginning to understand
then welcome to the real world.

Afternoon session - Bishop Robert sent his greetings and message to the Synod reflecting on
Simeon and Anna.
Andrew Caspari, Diocesan secretary updated us on the Diocese – communications, safeguarding
and finance.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The nature of the diocese has changed – people have left, new people have arrived,
poorer financially.
Dean of Women’s ministry has been appointed as women’s ministry is flourishing although
difficult for women in this diocese.
We have found new ways to engage online and this is ongoing. We have been forced to
think about what we value when it was taken away.
Caring for our creation is high on the agenda.
Fatigue at new initiatives coming our way.
A guide to a well-run chaplaincy council was commended.
A new Diocesan email pledge – correct, constructive, concise – email a blessing and a
curse
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Damian Thwaites, Communications
•

He said that the volume of stories has been excellent. Send any new ones to Damian.

Grace Fagan, Safeguarding
•
•
•
•

Went through staff changes, the past cases review 2, and national level changes.
Engagement is up by 50%.
More training dates will be added shortly.
NST has published new guidance outlining requirements and advice for church officers
and bodies on how to respond well to victims and survivors of all forms of abuse. Not
been good at saying sorry – better at being defensive.
Finance
•
•
•
•

Total amount of funds requested will not be increased. There is a question of whether
those chaplaincies who have been least affected will be asked to pay more.
2020-2025 will be £1million below projected giving.
Hardship fund will continue this year. Planning to use £1.7 million from reserves towards
Covid hardship.
20p per electoral member per week across the Diocese =10% increase. There will be some
small increases and they will keep spending under control.

Peru Update – Revd Deborah Chapman
We watched a couple of videos from Peru with updates from the Bishop and Father Luis who visited
our chaplaincy in 2020. The levels of poverty and difficulties caused by the pandemic are
challenging.
Following this, we had a discussion in break out groups – 'What does this
Synod wish to say to the Church and world at this time that God
has called us to?
The feedback:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hope; joyful, not to be complacent.
Seeing the Anglican church in Peru – might we consider a Bishop’s Lenten appeal for the
church in Peru;
What constitutes church, expression of care; polarised world; how do we understand
what we did before.
Loneliness; young people;
Are we local or global; relevance in our communities while remaining faithful to the
gospel. We have become aware of how vulnerable we are as smaller communities.
Hidden poverty.
Dearth of children – local age demographic against us –
given money needs to work at point of need.
Good to have been greener during pandemic and space to listen.
We are still here.
Pandemic has deepened our understanding of our mutual connectedness. Need to speak
as one voice with our fellow Christians. Listen – to be a pilgrim church that responds to
needs.
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Thursday 3rd February 2022
Opened with Morning Prayer
Bible study led by The Right Revd John Pritchard, Bishop of Oxford (retired)
‘Do you know what I have done to you?’ John 13.1-20
John tells the story through the eyes of one of the main characters.
Do you know what you’ve done for me? One of the disciples asks Jesus. We cant know the full truth
of this. Powerful image of a towel on the floor at the side of a bowl of dirty water. Having humility
allows us to give our true selves away – to surrender what the world counts as important. A glimpse
of the freedom of Jesus is given in this passage.
How does that humility sit with us? How do you feel about God being humble given the titles we
normally give him. We looked at the kind of love Jesus displayed. God is love and so that is the
reason why we love.
Questions:
•
•
•

I wonder how it would feel if you let Jesus wash your feet?
Have you metaphorically washed someone else’s feet – have you served at that level with
that humility. How did that feel to do that?
How do you feel about God the Father Almighty being humble?

Poem George Herbert Love III
Love bade me welcome.
Yet my soul drew back
Guilty of dust and sin.
But quick-eyed Love, observing me grow slack
From my first entrance in,
Drew nearer to me, sweetly questioning,
If I lacked any thing.
A guest, I answered, worthy to be here:
Love said, You shall be he.
I the unkind, ungrateful? Ah my dear,
I cannot look on thee.
Love took my hand, and smiling did reply,
Who made the eyes but I?
Truth Lord, but I have marred them: let my shame
Go where it doth deserve.
And know you not, says Love, who bore the blame?
The Anglican Church in the Costa Brava :
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My dear, then I will serve
You must sit down, says Love, and taste my meat:
So I did sit and eat.
MU presentation from Revd Deborah Chapman (Barcelona)
MU was started in 1876. Your duty was to train his children for his service. Mary Sumner was a
living example of what she preached. She campaigned to stop children collecting alcohol for their
families. She spoke up about difficult issues and spoke for social justice.
4 Million members worldwide
We have 200 members in Diocese of Europe
They listen, observe and act.
What are the social norms today that we are afraid to act outside of?
What are the qualities that will make us as effective as Mary Sumner’s movement.
Challenge – to consider starting a branch in our own chaplaincy.
Talk/Presentation led by Bishop David Hamid
A new commandment – Love in the time of Covid
Imposed a separation from loved ones and it has taken friends and family from us permanently. In
some cases it has affected our income. It has affected the viability of some of our churches. It has
offered a time of reflection though.
It has shown us how we are intimately connected as a global family. Lots of things are not working
at the moment and may never do so again. It has left us afraid, without direction and exhausted.
However we are God’s people filled with hope. The Bishop hopes that this time opens a new call
to be ministers of prophecy and justice. Even in Europe the poor are marginalised. We must be
aware of all around the world who haven’t been vaccinated.
Many of our congregations have discovered the importance of being part of the Diocese. Many
churches have found the funds provided from the diocese has allowed them to keep their clergy.
Spiritual communion has been rediscovered for those unable to receive physical communion. This
was forgotten when we were used to receiving the physical communion each week.
If it is to become a permanent part of the diocese the bishop wanted to make us aware of some
of the downsides to virtual church.
It might not be the most inclusive way to be part of the body of Christ – internet and skills precludes
some from joining. Now that we are restoring physical worship we need to remember that physical
gatherings by nature are more inclusive because you don’t need internet or skills to join.
Let’s make sure our gatherings are inclusive of all. LGBT do not feel safe emotionally or spiritually
in church.
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This may be the only physical significant touch that some people experience during the week.
Jesus’ ministry was physical. There is a danger of eroding our sacramental life of the church. Can’t
baptise, ordain etc online. It’s in the eucharist that God is made fully visible.
Nurturing a consumerist approach to Christianity – thrown together with all people whether we
like each other or not, whether we like the hymns or not. When we are observers, we can switch
channels. If we don’t like the preaching. It can become comfortable. We can become observers
not active in our offering. We are not masters of the world. God is in charge. Our task is not to go
back to the past as it wasn’t working – we have the opportunity in showing a new way forward.
Question – what will the Kingdom of God, the Kingdom of Justice, love and peace look like when
it arrives in your chaplaincy?

Reports on Clergy Covenant led by David Coulston,
•

Included an update on the User Guides which will replace the Archdeaconry Handbook.

Living in Love and Faith led by Revd Beth Bendrey
•

Beth gave us a run-down of her experience in running a group from the supplied material.

Spanish meeting.
•

Questions regarding FEREDE; the organisation which helps the chaplaincy operate legally
within the Spanish government. Since BREXIT there have been some considerable
challenges to new appointments.

Archdeacon’s report and prorogue of Synod 2022

•

The Archdeacon finished the synod with a look back over his year. Within our
Archdeaconry there are 59 churches, 26 chaplaincies with 29 licensed clergy plus
everyone who volunteers within those chaplaincies. David’s slides are available if anyone
wants to read these.

REVD RACHEL SHOCK
GILL HEPWORTH, SYNOD REP
KEVIN HEPWORTH, SYNOD REP
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BIBLE STUDY & COFFEE & CHAT GROUPS 2021 / 2022
The report for last year’s ACM noted the huge changes to our groups due to the Corona Virus
pandemic and ways in which we had adapted to meet the new “landscape” in which we found
ourselves. This year, I am happy to report, has seen new found stability and rhythms. We have
settled into the new “land”, become established and are prospering. (Ezekiel 37:41 and Hosea
2:23). Thank you, Lord.
The Bible Study group continues to be held on a Thursday afternoon at 4.00pm Spanish time
(3.00pm UK time) every other week. Members from all 4 church locations attend via zoom so that
the church is represented from the north to the south of our chaplaincy area. The Zoom meetings
continue to be popular and new friendships have sprung up between those who, previously, didn’t
know each other. The group has been enriched by this universal coming together. We have also
been delighted to welcome new members. As we grow in confidence and security the discussions
have become more vibrant and varied. Our understandings have deepened and we are seeing how
the Holy Spirit is working in each individual.
During the last year we have studied the wilderness, listening to each other and discovering what
it felt like to be “left out”. We learned more about ourselves and what may trigger these feelings.
We also discovered what might help us both whilst we are in that “wilderness place” and to bring
ourselves into the company of others again. We have studied the Prophets, major and minor. We
learned what might constitute a prophesy, and we looked at prophesies in the Old Testament and
where we see them coming to fruition in the New Testament. During these studies we looked at
the prophesises surrounding the coming of Jesus, the birth of Jesus, Jesus’ ministry and the death
and resurrection of Jesus. We looked at the Kingship of Jesus and asked ourselves what that meant
in our own lives and personal relationships with Jesus.
Over the past couple of months, we have returned to the topic of prayer, to study this in more
depth. We are following the book written by Pete Grieg on prayer (“How to Pray: a Simple Guide
for Normal People”) and using the video sessions provided at the prayercourse.org website. We
are half way and have covered such topics as why to pray, adoration, petition and intercessions.
We will take a mini break during Lent to do a weekly, evening group of prayer – putting into
practice that which we have already learned, encouraging conversations with our Lord and
listening to Him.
Additionally, there have been the necessary “one off” studies where we have looked at more
Psalms – or even just one verse of one Psalm! – explored and appreciated art of Advent, Nehemiah
and justice, and the Creed. All these topics have generated many discussions sharing and
deliberating over variously held beliefs. It is through the generosity of everyone in these groups
that we all learn, grow, develop our faith and come closer to God as we see Him at work in our
lives and in the lives of others.
As the world and the church begins to open up again after the pandemic, there have been some
conversations as to the future of the Bible Study Group. Many will remember that prior to the
pandemic there were many discussions on how to bring the 4 church congregations together. The
Zoom platform allows us to do this. It also allows for more frequent meetings and thus the
opportunity both for increased fellowship and support. Using Zoom we are able to provide more
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studies which are often requested. Furthermore, whilst not every member attends every week,
we now have 14 people in this group and it would be difficult to find a room of sufficient size for
all of us at once!
Whilst, I personally long to see people face to face, I feel this would be best in the arena of a
coffee and chat and that through Zoom, due to the pandemic, an answer to prayer for the Bible
Study groups has been provided. For the moment, members are happy to continue as we are,
indeed many prefer it!
Which brings us neatly on to the Coffee and Chat groups. These are ably led every Wednesday
morning by Rachel and our Churchwardens and are regularly attended by a lively group of people.
They provide a forum to chat over the latest and ever-changing regulations, in both Spain and the
UK, a chance to catch up with our friends and a wonderful space to share jokes and laugh!
Additionally, an ad-hoc coffee group is held on a Thursday afternoon, when we are not sharing a
bible study. Do “pop in” for a cuppa at either the Bible Study Groups or the Coffee and Chat
Groups – or both!
We continue to give thanks, “that Christ .. dwells in our hearts by faith; that we are, being rooted
and grounded in love” (Ephesians 3:17), and that we are like “trees planted by streams of water,
which yields its fruit in season” (Psalm 1). Thanks be to God.

SHARON GRANT
LAY MINISTER
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THE EVENTS COMMITTEE 2021 / 2022
Not much to report really as sadly Covid restrictions have curtailed any new plans.
Holding the Christmas Fair is of course the most popular event of the year giving us all the
opportunity to catch up with old friends and enjoy a bacon butty or two, it is also the biggest
fund raiser of the year. We were approached by a number of stallholders who were hoping that
we might go ahead in 2021 but the fact that we no longer have a property in Corçà means that
the cost of renting the hall is huge as there is no longer any discount available to us, along with
the risk involved with the virus.
However, as we don’t have the cost of church house to worry about our expenses are
considerably less and thankfully, along with all of your generous donations and our Quiz, we are
managing to hold our own. We are also going to try and hold some Great British Lunches when
the virulent Omicron Virus calms down towards the Summer.
The events committee would be grateful for any ideas that any of you may have regarding future
events.
Meanwhile, stay safe, things are definitely looking more positive so who knows what we may be
able to enjoy soon.
Carol Wilkinson.
(on behalf of the Events Committee).

CAROL WILKINSON
EVENTS CHAIR
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DATA PROTECTION 2021 / 2022
The Covid pandemic has precluded almost all of our normal fund raising and social activities this
past year with most communication having been via the internet.
It is essential to remember that we must continue to treat all personal data in a private manner
and ensure that an individual’s contact details are not passed on without that individual’s consent.
Please would all people continue to ensure that any correspondence via the internet which
includes more than one party are conducted using the Blind Carbon Copy (BCC) facility. This will
avoid unlawful disclosure of email addresses. So far, there have been no reported breaches and
your continued awareness is appreciated.
The Church has a Data Protection Privacy Policy and this is available on our website.

ELECTORAL ROLL 2021 / 2022
As people are aware, the Covid pandemic has placed severe restrictions on the ability of our
congregation to meet physically and this restricts the ability to grow our numbers. Fortunately,
however, the internet has enabled the church to continue meeting on a “virtual” basis.
Members on the Electoral Roll currently amount to 29 people which is the same number as at the
last ACM.
Anyone wishing to be on the Electoral Roll, which inter alia enables you to vote at the ACM, should
download the form from our website (it is under the heading ACM) and return it duly completed
to Rachel.

WRITTEN ON BEHALF OF KEITH GRANT

DATA PROTECTION OFFICER
ELECTORAL ROLL OFFICER
(UNTIL 1ST MARCH 2022)
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CHAPLAIN’S REPORT 2021 / 2022
I hope you’ve taken time to read through the reports from the various officers in the chaplaincy.
They represent the effort taken to keep this chaplaincy working smoothly and a lot of work goes
on behind the scenes. I am enormously grateful for the support I receive and for the dedication
that each person shows in their respective roles. Thank you to everyone who works hard to keep
this chaplaincy together.
I am still amazed that we have managed to hold life together online with the occasional physical
visit. I had hoped to do more physical visits last year but obviously Omicron got in the way of that
plan. There will be some physical services at Easter and through the summer and we will have to
see what happens next winter.
The reports detail what we have done throughout the year from the Chaplaincy Council meetings
to coffee mornings, bible studies, financial dealings, online services, quizzes, but of course these
events represent much more than the titles suggest. We come together as the people of God
listening for His Word in the complexity of our lives. We come together in solidarity of the faith
we share and to offer support, care and love for one another as we have been commanded to
express.
Obviously the online offer doesn’t suit everyone and we have done our best to help people get
online when they have wanted to. We miss those members of our chaplaincy who for all sorts of
reason don’t wish to join us online and we look forward to meeting up with them physically. As a
chaplaincy we regularly reassess what is the best that we can do, given the constraints of finance.
We certainly never envisaged that this would go on for as long as it has and we need to be mindful
of what God is asking each of us to do both in our own lives and for the benefit of the chaplaincy.
I am particularly grateful for the support I have for the model that we are using at the moment.
We have also lost a number of people this year who have relocated back to the UK – Lynn, June &
Stan, Charlotte, Tina, & Tim Raine but it is great that some of them continue to join us online.
Just before our annual meeting this year we heard the sad news of Anne Rushby’s death. Trevor
and Anne together did a lot of work with the U3A in the Costa Brava and were well loved by many
friends. Despite the considerable difficulties Anne had faced, she was always cheerful and retained
her faith.
And of course, I want to pay a huge tribute to Keith Grant. His death leaves a void in our
chaplaincy. Over the years Keith contributed so much to our shared life. He was a support to me
in so many ways – his wisdom and faith will be sorely missed. And of course, his support to Sharon
was unwavering. They had recently moved back to the UK to be nearer to their daughters and so
please continue to remember them in your prayers over the coming months as they come to terms
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with their changed life. At the time of his death, I was sharing with Keith & Sharon some of my
photos from Kenya which reminded Keith of his earlier life and so I offer this photo of an African
sunset.

“But we do not want you to be uninformed, brothers and sisters, about those who have died, so
that you may not grieve as others do who have no hope. For since we believe that Jesus died and
rose again, even so, through Jesus, God will bring with him those who have died.”
Thessalonians 4:13-14

REVD RACHEL SHOCK
CHAPLAIN
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